
 
 

 
 
 

ACD INC. has concluded strategic partnership 

agreement with Alchemy Global Payment Solution 

Limited and QFPay International Limited and will 

realize the ACD Coin Crypto Payment globally 

including Asian regions.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



ACD INC. (hereinafter “ACD”) in which ANA Holding Co. Ltd. invested has 
concluded strategic partnership agreement with Alchemy Global Payment 
Solutions Limited (hereinafter “Alchemy”) as the pioneer which is promoting 
business in the field of hybrid settlement solution by legal currency and crypto 
currency and QFPay International Limited (hereinafter “QFPay”), as major global 
settlement service provider who has the network in 13 countries including East 
Asia and Middle East.  
 
Through the agreement this time, ACD will have strategic system linkage with 
hybrid crypto-asset settlement and legal currency payment solution (Hybrid 
Payment Solution) co-developed by Alchemy and QFPay for the first time in Asia. 
ACD together with Alchemy has been working on development to implement ACD 
Coins on Hybrid Payment Solution, which has enabled EC Platform and Off-Line 
Merchant owned by ACD to utilize Alipay, WeChat Pay and Rakuten Pay 
implemented on hybrid payment solution and accept payment from general 
crypto-asset such as ADC Coins, Bitcoin, Ethereum and Bitcoin Cash. 
We believe that the agreement at this time shall contribute to furtherance of ACD 
Project to a large extent in addition to the linkage with QFPay Japan under QFPay 
which ACD has already announced  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



＜Summary of Partnership Agreement＞ 

●This partnership shall provide ACD with hybrid settlement solution in priority and enables ACD 

to accept legal currency and crypto-asset settlement on cross-border e-commerce and on-line/off-

line merchant. 

●Alchemy and QFPay shall realize ACD Coin settlement on POS network for member stores 

including high brand retail stores in Japan and Asia.  

●ACD and Alchemy shall work on this project eyeing the possibility of capital alliance. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
■Statement on this partnership by Mr. Yasuhiro Sonoda, Representative Director of ACD 
 
“This partnership shall combine the online/offline resources with resources owned by Alchemy 

and QFPay and be considered as progressive approach to maximize the synergy. In addition, it 

will be the first step to indicate the furtherance of ACD Coin Project more concretely and become 

further future-oriented approach”  

 

■Statement on this partnership by Mr. Patrick Ngan, Co-Founder and CEO of Alchemy 
Global Payment Solutions. 
 
“Hybrid Payment Solution is an intuitive application which enables member stores to accept 

crypto-asset with ease. Furthermore, the partnership among three companies shall be designed 

to bring profit to overall ecosystem in settlement for settlement brand companies, member stores 

and general consumers including ACD Coin owners who can use ACD Coins to purchase goods 

and service. Recently, we have commenced Hybrid Payment System at Ce La Vi, Singapore 

iconic lifestyle restaurant and drawn strong attentions from customer who wish to pay by crypto-

asset.”  

 

■Statement on this partnership by Ms. Angie Li, CEO of QFPayJapan 
 

“We are deeply honored to have alliance with splendid partner like ACD. It’s our great pleasure to 

be able to announce that ACD Coins shall be further utilized in the near future at member stores 

including QFPay Group and many online/offline stores of ACD and its allied companies.” 

  



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

＜Related link on this press release＞ 

 
https://sg.finance.yahoo.com/news/acd-alchemy-launches-acd-cryptocurrency-
021500458.html 
 
 
＜Inquiry on this press release＞ 

 

ACD INC.                          

Kota Morimoto                        

morimoto@a-cd.co.jp                     

+81-(0)3-5657-1505                     
 
 
 


